Experiencing a traumatic spinal cord injury—Analysis on the view of the theory of Watson’s transpersonal caring
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ABSTRACT

This is an inquiry that seeks to understand the meaning of experiencing a spinal cord injury for hospitalized Brazilian and Portuguese patients. A qualitative study was achieved in two care services to spinal cord injury in Fortaleza-Brazil and Lisboa-Portugal. The subjects were 30 patients with complete spinal cord injury. The findings were obtained through a semi-structured interview, which took place at different times and it was used the following guiding question: What does it mean for you to experience a spinal cord injury? The data were organized by Bardin technique and analysis based on the assumptions of the theory of Jean Watson’s care. The speeches of the patients show a diversity of meanings such as: to lose the freedom of going and coming, sexuality and to become dependent on others. It is concluded that this situation of loss overbalances the person’s existence, which is expressed by feelings of sadness, grief, discontent, isolation, anxiety, crying, pain and emotional suffering. These feelings were expressed by the two groups despite being from different cultures. The research enabled the description of multiple dimensions of the meaning of spinal cord injury. It fills the theoretical gap, not yet sufficiently addressed to the practice of caring people with spinal cord injury.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Spinal cord injury is the term used to refer to any type of injury that happens in the neural elements located in the spinal canal. The damage in the spinal prevents the passage of voluntary impulses of the brain to the muscles and the skin sensitivities until the brain [1-3]. This disabling neurological syndrome is characterized by an aggression to the spinal cord causing its partial or total interruption and can cause neurological damage and neurovegetative disorders below the level of injury [4-6]. It is therefore a complex clinical condition, since it is considered one of the major causes of severe consequences in people affected. Few illnesses or injuries have the potential to produce such devastating effects in life or quality of life as the injury of the spine [7-9].

Data from the World Health Organization [10] indicate that 10% of the world population is composed by people with any kind of disability and from this percentage 20% have some kind of physical disability, however, not specified in this statistic the percentage of people suffering from spinal cord injury.

This chronic condition has been studied in more diverse facets, as shown in national and foreign literature concerning this subject [11-21]. Nonetheless there is still a gap in literature concerning the studies on understanding the meaning of experiencing a spine cord injury. This raises the need of an understanding about this act. It is vital to develop studies aiming to reveal new practical dimensions of caring and care for people with a spinal cord as well as to deepen the ones emerging. So, a great challenge for the profession is the production of knowl-
edge that can bring benefits to others.

By this way, Watson [22] calls the nursing professionals to put an end in the old commitments concerning the technical procedures and help to clarify the nature of the profession’s contribution to humanity towards the preservation of people and human care.

Studies of this nature establish a great contribution to the learning of neurological Nursing and serve as a source of knowledge but there is still a gap in respect to studies that have as the basic care of people with spinal cord injury (SCI), under the perspective of Watson’s transpersonal caring theory [23], as the case here studied.

So, the shared experiences over the years, patients with spinal trauma injury, allied to what is exposed here, led us to study the meaning of spinal cord injury on the patients’ perspective.

2. METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH

2.1. Subjects and Survey Methods

A field study with a qualitative approach involving 30 patients of both sexes, 18 Brazilian and 12 Portuguese hospitalized in two hospital specialized in attending spinal cord injury in the cities of Fortaleza-Brazil and Lisbon-Portugal. Some criteria were taken in order to select the subjects. First, to be injured spinal cord trauma and to have been informed on the inability to walk. Second, to be aware about the irreversibility of spinal cord injury. This fact is so important since the person affected will answer questions based on certainties and not in probabilities.

The findings were obtained through a semi-structured interview and the question was: What does it mean for you to experience a spinal cord injury? This happened in different times as soon as the patients had been informed about the aims, methods of data collection of the study and a permission of using a recorder was asked. Then the subjects signed the informed consent form. The interviews were conducted in an atmosphere of cooperation without detachment or dispersal of matter that would break or stop the thought or speech of the interviewee. To ensure these aspects it was sought, wherever possible, environments that could provide privacy, comfort and freedom. Thus the existing leisure plaza in hospitals was chosen as it is a good opportunity for the patients to ride in a wheel chair. The duration of the interviews ranged from 50 to 90 minutes sand were conducted by the major author of this study.

2.2. Data Analysis

To record the data, files were organized to keep the interviews and field diaries for each patient. The data acquired were organized according to the method of Content Analysis, proposed by Bardin [24]. This technique was chosen because it consists of a method of unquestionable use in the investigations which involve evaluations and interpretations of data based on textual elements of discourse. Bardin [24] points out three basic phases to work with content analysis: Pre-analysis, Exploration of the material and Treatment of results through inferences and interpretations. In this study, the operational steps to organize the data covered the following stages: 1) Pre-analysis of the content of the transcribed interviews with the reading of information obtained, in order to clarify the content; 2) At this phase, exploration of the material, the data were coded from the units of registration; and 3) Treatment of results, the inference and the interpretation from the category achieved. The categorization aimed to provide a simplified representation of the raw data, characterized by the relevance of the material mode of analysis reflected from the intentions of the study. We opted for the semantic categorization, that is, through the study of linguistic units, so that the main material of the content analysis was the meanings assigned to live with a spinal cord injury. Revealing four thematic categories: loss of freedom to come and go, sexuality, faith, hope and meaning in life. The results were analyzed on the view of the theoretical framework of Watson and the existing literature.

2.3. Ethical Aspects

The ethical aspects of the research were respected according to the requirements established in Resolution 196/96 of the National Health Council, Brazil [25] in special about the preservation of the fundamental bioethical principles concerning respect, beneficence and justice for the individual and therefore those people involved were informed about the preservation of anonymity at the time of publication of the study of the research project and its approval by the Ethics Committee in the research of UFC/Brazil and hospital of Lisbon/Portugal.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The sample is characterized for being predominantly male sex, only three patients of female sex, age ranging from 19 to 41 years, single and mean age 30 years.

Concerning education most of them had elementary and high school education and only two had superior education.

With respect to career or occupation, there is a diversity of professions. The family income ranged from one to six minimum salary and six patients were unemployed.

Regarding the mechanism of trauma, there has been a diversification of causes. Among these people stand out victimized by aggression of projectile of firearm, automobile accident, for tree falls and other mechanisms as
wall collapsing and direct trauma. As to the level of bone injury it can be seen that the vertebral segment most affected was the thoracic spine. The period of hospitalization ranged from 12 to 58 days, with an average of 31 days of hospitalization for Brazilian patients and from 10 to 15 days for Portuguese patients. To live with a spinal cord injury means a loss filled up with a mixture of feelings (Figure 1).

The patients studied say that, with a spinal cord injury they lose the freedom to come and go, sexuality, faith hope and the meaning of life. It is therefore to experience a complex process of transformation of life permeated by different feelings. This condition of loss creates a disharmony in the person’s life which is expressed by feelings of sadness, impotence, despair, social isolation, distress, pain and emotional suffering. This heartbreak changes the sense of the self and the questioning emerges I am not the same to what I was.

The fundamental points in Watson transpersonal model [23] are loss and care. The word “loss” is originated from latim and has as etymological meaning “be deprived of”, “cease”. Concerning the studied theory, the loss creates a disharmony in the following spheres of the person: mind, body and spirit and because of this it demands care that takes into account the emotional and subjective world of the person. So, facing this condition of experiencing a spinal cord injury the patients interviewed, still plagued with the losses, experience feelings of sadness and distress, say they are depressed, have a tendency to isolation and sometimes worried they lose interest in activities they once played.

The loss is a painful blow to the human spirit. When caring for people who have suffered, the nurse also experiences her/his own feelings and has her/his personal world of meanings to explore, allow his/her own life, feelings, experiences and perceptions and accepts these feelings as part of the change and way as a human being. About this matter, it is understood that losing part of yourself can be even more difficult than that of a loved one.

The losses modify the person and the sequence of his/her life. Farther on, the losses shows that somebody who loses can even come to be happy again however no longer as he/she was in the past. This is quite evident in the speech of the patients.

“I think it’s the worst possible, it is very complicated. I was athlete, practiced karate, my life is now in a wheelchair, that’s terrible.”

“I liked that I got back to walking... (grinned while saying this), I’m playing, because I know I will not walk anymore, it is a great loss in my life, I think I lost my freedom, now depend entirely on others.”

“. . . It’s weird because a few days ago I was doing my normal life, I’m mechanic, ride my bike, I bike, have a car, the beach and now I know that some things will be more difficult to overcome.”

“But basically the only thing for me, the only thing that marks a difference that will depend on a wheelchair to be able to walk.”

Okay, I feel sad and have to prove that I’m strong and I have to do everything possible to accept that I can spend the rest of my life in a wheelchair, do not know whether to be watching.

The patient, when expressing his/her feelings about the new living condition, spinal cord injury, alert the nurse to the enhancement of his/her existential dimension as paraplegic person. In this sense, Watson [23] shows that the nurse can join a transpersonal care process, comforting, listening and allowing free expression of feelings based on personal standards culturally relevant. This new way of caring, offered by Watson suggests that the nurse should allow the person , in case, with a spinal cord injury, to face his/her internal fears as anger, sadness, pain and sorrow.

From the viewpoint of science, the patient expects the cure for his/her paraplegia, however, from science it will not come for a while. In this respect the relationship between faith and reason begin manifesting through doubts and uncertainties. It is therefore up to these people search in a superior force comfort for this time of grief. At this time, the nurse can help them to develop coping mechanisms to understand that even though paraplegics they can have quality of life, despite the spinal cord injury [26,27].

The disease situations in general, as well as losses, often make people turn to God. There are countless situations in which the despair due to disease and loss is a start to the restoration of faith [28]. This was perceived when they were asked how they felt about not being able to walk. They introduced the faith and hope, as starting points in aspiration for the cure, or at least acceptance and or conformation.
Note that, for these patients, God is the source of faith and hope and is in Him that are deposited all the certainties of healing and conformation. So, they express their thinking as follows:

“I just believe in life, that thanks God, I’ll be good If God wants, I’ll walk”;
“If He wants I’ll walk again, but only a miracle”;
“My hope is that God will listen to my prayers and heal me”; “If you do not have faith, the things get very complicated”; “One must have much faith in God, believing that one day sooner or later, again recover, be as it was before, if God wishes”;
“There are those who claim to be conformed”; “With faith in God, we win it all”;
“If I cannot be well, walk again, that HE at least give me conformation”; “I’m resigned, I can do nothing”.

Other patients consider the suffering a punishment as well and wonder:

“Why did God do this for me?”;
“Only a miracle, is there a miracle?”;
“I did not pray, now, everyday I ask God that grace”;
“If God cures me, I’ll change my way of living completely.”

In his theoretical model, Watson [29] places great emphasis on spiritual and therefore recommends that the concerns about the care can be directed to the spiritual and existential dimensions of the person. In this sense suggests the installation of faith and hope that, in his view is essential as to care as to the healing. This factor allows the acceptance of alternative forms of care, among which the meditation and the healing by the thought. So, when science has nothing to offer to the person, the nurse can use faith and hope to provide to provide a sense of well being through the beliefs and values significant for both.

It is interesting to note that the patients identify God as their support system, that is, for these people, the faith in HIM gives a deeper dimension than the force coming from people. In general, the religious beliefs provide strength and internal quietness. It is pertinent to note that, even though they are cleared by the doctor about the irreversibility of paraplegia they demonstrate not to accept this fact. Patients show that it is faith in divine providence that make them struggle to overcome the problem of paraplegia or even conform to this new condition of life.

On this subject Glynn [30] refers to a stud on religious belief as a condition for happiness and psychological well-being in general. The result reached was that those who profess a faith in a more solid way reported greater happiness in all spheres of life. The ones who said to be “very happy” expressed like this: “My religious faith is the most important influence in life.” Benson [28] in a paper titled “Epidemiological evidence of benefits of religious belief and commitment” says: I found that faith quiets the mind as no other form of belief. He argues that affirmative beliefs and hope are quite therapeutic, and that, in particular, faith in God has many positive effects on health, as it calms the mind, increases the hope and may even raise the efficacy of treatment.

Nurses and patients look for conceptions about faith and hope with the desire to understand the meaning of experiencing a spinal cord injury, and know that the model of transpersonal care involves a strong score on the values of people involved. The difficulties patients have to express themselves about the issues are notorious.

For Watson [22] the goals of care model are associated with the growth mental spiritual of the self and the others. Both the nurses and patient find meaning in their own existence and experience, discovering the internal power potentiating transcendence understood as what as beyond experience that is external to the world of experience. Man is a complex human being formed of mind, body and soul, which explains his transcendental perceptions. However, there are few people who regard the transcendence due to their limitations in knowledge and in the practice of the sciences that explain the creation of the world, the man and of everything in it.

The scholars Rocha and Fleck [31] showed that religiosity tends to increase during the negative events in one’s life such as the disease. They point out that religiosity, spirituality and personal beliefs are sources of protection for delinquent behavior, abuse of harmful drugs, psychological distress and suicide. About life satisfaction and spirituality among people with chronic spinal cord injury, Brilhart study [32] shows that there is significant positive correlation between life satisfaction and psychological and spiritual factors according to the instrument used in the research.

In the structure of Watson transpersonal model [23] it is suggested to the nurses the incorporation of existential and phenomenological forces, as a way to understand these people, from the point of view of how things are presented to them from its existential structure. This aspect helps the nurse to understand the meaning the person gives to his/her life or can help the person to find meaning in the hard events of life, contributing also to find strength or courage to face life or death.

We observe sharp divergence of thought between Brazilian and Portuguese patients about faith and hope. Brazilian patients emphasized more aspects of the issues facing knowledge of religious belief and religion while, manifested by impotence, distress and despair the Portuguese showed faith as the meaning of life, translated as sadness, social isolation, pain and emotional suffering. In these respects there was no difference between the sexes.
However there was no difference between the sexes. Faith can be understood from the religious point of view as the attitude of a true believer that connects to God by a voluntary act, from a witness of supernatural origin. The belief would be the attitude through which we affirm with some degree of probability or certainty, the reality or truth of something, though we cannot prove them rationally or objectively [33].

The author mentioned above [33] says that the spiritual dimension can be the engine of the person with spinal cord injury helping to manage the consequences of the injury, preserving life goals to fulfill and valuing life. Thus, studies involving aspects of religiosity and spirituality and personal beliefs deserve, as all and any other object of research, the systematic and rigorous application of the scientific method to validate them, regardless preconceived attitudes for or against any results.

In the context of living with a spinal cord injury, our view is that this aspect needs to be widely discussed by the nurse. So in this direction, Caldeira, Branco, Vieira [34] report on the importance of the spiritual dimension in the processes of health/disease, since this is recognized by national and international nursing associations and demonstrated by scientific evidence. However this dimension remains forgotten in the nursing care. Hence, it is important the nurse incorporates a new way of thinking about emotional life for her and the patient as well, through the reassertion of moral and spiritual dimensions of human life, as suggested by Watson [22].

Continuing the issue of the meaning of spinal cord injury, it is revealed that the need for sexuality is affected and this produces a strong worry in the patient life. To be paraplegic is to become a useless man. It means not to be a man any more. This fact is spoken in their talks when positioned themselves as follows: “How will I live with my wife, things of man and woman have worried me”; “It’s a very difficult thing to talk, I’m a useless man from the waist down”; “I’m worried about my legs that I’m not moving, my girlfriend travelled and never came back”; “My concern is not to be able to have a relationship as in the past, to have more sons, How is it going to be my relationship with a woman?”; “I feel myself disabled, I am no longer a man, even my girlfriend does not want me anymore”; “It worries me questions about my self-image, sexuality and fertility, is still going to be a mother, will I get pregnant?”

Observe, that in daily nursing care to the person with a spinal cord injury, the importance of sexual function in these people’s lives has been placed in a secondary plan. Some reasons are listed which seem to explain this attitude, that is, nursing care do not pay great attention to the sexual problems of paraplegic and quadriplegic mainly the reason related to the belief that sexuality is for healthy people and that the individual sexual life is not a vital area for recovery.

The fact is that, the person with a spinal cord injury has difficulty in identifying with the human figure and integration with the body design, that is, the person feels incomplete and does not get to integrate the physical parts and forms in a new body image. Thus, after injury, a conflict of acceptance and adaptation to the new circumstances arises and after this a new body image is established. The paraplegic needs to know the limitations and modifications, including learn how to handle the equipments that is used (wheelchair, urine collector) for a new experience of his own body, and must be able to explain this situation to the others because feelings of shame and fear are experienced besides the concern that the deformity may be the cause of social and sexual rejection, commonalities among patients Brazilians and Portuguese in both men and women. Add to that the problems mentioned on fertility in both sexes.

Cavalcante [35] thinks that this experience of feeling sexual impotence, especially in paraplegic man creates serious adjustment problems, makes him feel inferior and the feeling of being betrayed continuously, since the image he has of his body is defective and useless. Faced with this problem, it is the nurse who seeks to know and guide paraplegics also about sexual problems consequent to the spinal cord injury, demystify what exists on paraplegia and sexuality, as well as discuss about the options to give and receive sexual pleasure [12,36].

One way to achieve this argumentation is to incorporate, in practice, the care factor of gratification of human needs. In this sense, Watson [18] established a hierarchy for human and sexual needs be included as lower-order or psychophysical needs also called functional needs. Thus it is clear that the model of care/caring pointed out by the scholar is concerned with this aspect of the life of the person who suffers a loss.

4. IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH AND NEUROLOGICAL NURSING

This is an attempt to fill the gap theory, not yet sufficiently addressed to the practice of neurological nursing, especially for people with spinal cord injury, since there are few studies that explore the living and experiences that affects the person with this clinical condition. The reports presented here can support future research exploring other meanings of living a spinal cord injury. This may be especially important when it comes to new ways of caring which needed emotional and relational challenges from the nurses are.

Understanding the spinal cord injury of inpatients
grounded in the model of transpersonal care can be considered as a way of extending the principle to practice and whereas this model offers opportunity for growth and autonomy of nursing in the hospital setting. It is therefore, a moment of discovery, pursuit of inter-subjectivity, because at the time the nurses interact with patients learn to recognize them as human beings and so reflect on their ways of living being and acting together, understand the meaning of caring for people with spinal cord injury through dialogues.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This qualitative study aimed to understand the meaning of experiencing a spinal cord injury for Brazilian and Portuguese patients hospitalized, supported by the assumptions of the model of Watson transpersonal care, allowed the description of multiple dimensions of understanding the meaning of the object studied.

For the patients, the meaning of experiencing a spinal cord injury is permeated by feelings of loss in all walks of life and changes in bodily, emotional and spiritual schema. The installation of dependence condition is a feeling that may mean impotence and hopelessness. The need of assuming the physical disability produces another meaning, that is, the constraint of becoming a “burden” and cause trouble to the family.

The theory of Human Care is based on the belief that when a nurse and a patient are together, they create the possibility of finding a meaning within the experience they experienced. As Watson’s theory explains itself, the art of nursing care begins when the nurse, with the goal of helping the other through a sense of care and attention, expresses this feeling with clear attitudes. She goes farther remembering that this notion of inter-subjective care/caring opposes to the models “care for” and “caring of” people living with a spinal cord injury.
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